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ABSTRACT 
An interval linear-programming problem (IP) is 
Maximize c ?X 
s.t. b- <Ax< b+. 
where the matrix A, vectors b -, b + and c are given. In this paper we develop a 
primal algorithm for solving IP. The algorithm starts with a feasible solution (not 
necessarily an extreme point) and produces, after finitely many iterations, an optimal 
solution to an IP. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An interval linear-programming problem (IP) is 
MaxcTx 
s.t. 
b-dAx<b+. 
Many real-world models naturally have the IP formulation. Examples for 
such models are production planning, capital budgeting and plastic limit 
analysis of structures [12], blending and mixing problems [15] and discrete 
linear L, approximations [ 161. 
We observe that the IP form is sufficiently general to cover all bounded 
linear-programming problems (LP) in the “standard form” 
Max cTx 
s.t. 
AX&, 
x > 0, 
since the two-sided inequality constaints in the IP subsume the case of 
equalities in the LP whenever b,- = bi+ or the one-sided inequalities 
whenever b,- = - M or bi+ = + M, where M is sufficiently large. 
Also, it is always possible to transfer an IP to an equivalent LP. However, 
performing such a transformation will increase the effective size of the 
problem, and thus its merits are questionable. Instead, because of the 
frequency with which problems of IP form occur in applications, it is 
desirable to develop methods to solve IP which exploit the special structure 
of these problems. 
Explicit solutions for IP in the case where the coefficient matrix A is of 
full row rank were first discovered by Ben-Israel and Charnes [l]. Iterative 
methods for solving the general IP were developed by Robers and Ben-Israel 
[13, 141 and by Charnes and Granot [7, 81. 
We note that the algorithms suggested in [13] and in [7, 81 are dual 
methods and therefore are unable to take advantage of a good feasible 
solution to the problem if such a solution is known (which might very well be 
the case, especially when it is a real-world problem for which we know the 
current existing solution). Also, being dual methods, these algorithms do not 
offer any feasible solution to an IP until an optimal solution is obtained. 
The method suggested in [14] is related to the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposi- 
tion principle [lo] and, in order to solve the IP, requires setting the 
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constraints in a special format which seems to be somewhat complicated and 
awkward for general IP. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a primal algorithm for solving IP. 
The algorithm starts with a feasible solution (not necessarily an extreme 
point) and produces, after a known number of iterations, an extreme point to 
an IP on which the objective function attains a higher value. It then 
proceeds by moving along adjacent extreme points while improving the 
value of the objective function until, after finitely many iterations, an 
optimal extreme point to the IP is generated. 
Some preliminary computational experiments comparing the primal algo- 
rithm with SUBOPT [13] and with a dual simplex algorithm are reported in 
[ll]. The dual simplex code is the linear programming part of IBM’s “Branch 
and Bound Mixed Integer Programming” code called BBMIP [18]. This LP 
code uses the compact Tucker form of the tableau and, as well, has available 
the facility to deal with upper bounds on the variables. The computational 
results indicate that both the primal algorithm and SUBOPT are superior to 
the LP code when applied to optimization problems having the IP form, and 
that the primal algorithm is more efficient than SUBOPT in such problems as 
production planning, capital budgeting and discrete linear I, approximation 
problems. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Consider again the IP 
Max cTx 
s.t. 
b-<Ar<b+, (2) 
whereA=(aii), b-=(b,-), b+(bj+), c=(cJ (i=l,..., m; i=l,..., n) aregiven 
and b- < b+. 
A vector x E R n which satisfies (2) is called a feasible solution to the IP. 
If the IP has feasible solutions it is called feasible, otherwise infeasible. 
If an IP is feasible and 
sup{cTx; b- <Ax< b+}<cn, (3) 
then the IP is bounded. 
Ben-Israel and Charnes [I] proved that a feasible IP is bounded if and 
only if c E R (A T), where R (A) is the range of A, or equivalently if and only 
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if c I N(A), where N(A) is the null space of the matrix A. For construction 
of a basis for N(A) the reader is referred to, e.g., [l]. 
Let R,Yxn={x~Rmxn; rankx=r}. 
Explicit solutions for an IP when bounded and with a full row rank 
coefficient matrix are given by Lemma I. 
LEMMA 1 [I], Let an ZP be bounded with A E REX”, and let T be any 
n X m matrix satisfying 
ATA-A, 
i.e., T is a { I}-generalized inverse of A (see, e.g., [3]). If (t,, . . . , t,) are the 
columns of T, then the optimal solutions of the ZP are 
x=&b,-+Ft,b,‘+&[8,4’+(14Jb;]+N(A), (4 
0 
where Z _ ,2 +,I&,, are summations performed over i on negative, positive 
and zero values of cTti, respectively, and 0 < Si S: 1. 
LEMMA 2 [13]. Let an ZP be given with A E R,?““, c E R (A T), and let 
D E RJx” satisfying 
Then: 
R(DT)=R(AT). 
(a) ADT~ RTxr. 
(b) The ZP is equivalent to the full-column-rank ZP with a coefficient 
matrix ADT and a cost function cTDTy. 
(c) Zf feasible, the optimal solutions of the ZP are 
DTy*+N(A), 
where y* is the set of optimal solutions to the equivalent problem. 
3. AN ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING IP 
Let us assume that the IP is feasible, that c E R (A ‘) and that A is of 
full-column-rank representation (see Lemma 2). 
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Let 
S={x;b- <Ax<b+}, (5) 
and let x1 be any point in S (the availability or the generation of x1 will be 
discussed in Sec. 4). Denote by B a basis for the rows of A which includes all 
the rows of the linearly independent constraints satisfied as equalities at x1, 
and by N the completion of B to A, i.e., N consists of all those rows of A not 
in B. 
We shall use in the sequel the notation b;, b; and bg, b; to denote the 
partitions of the vectors b - and b + which correspond to the partition of A 
into B and N respectively. 
Let 
yl= Bx’, (6) 
C -TzCTB -1. (7) 
LEMMA 3. If 
Ei > 0 whenever y/ = ( bi ) i, 
ci GO whenever y’ = (bi )i, 
Ei =o whenever (bi)i<y/<(bB+)i, (8) 
then x1 is an optimal solution to the IP. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 it follows that x1 is an optimal solution to the 
subproblem 
MilXCTX 
s.t. 
b,-<BBx<b+B. 
Moreover, x1 is feasible to the IP, which completes the proof. n 
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Therefore, if y1 satisfies (8) we can conclude that x1 is an optimal 
solution to the IP. Otherwise, let us define 
S(B)={ y;b,-< y<b,f}, (9) 
(s,)j=(NB-‘)iy’, (10) 
where (B -l)i is the jth column of B -’ and (NB -l)ii is the (i,j) element of 
NB -I. Further, let 
6s; = Min 
(bN’)i-(sN)i 
(NB-~)~,>o (NB-')ij ' 
6s; = Min - 
(NB -‘)ii<o 
(13) 
If for some j, (NB-l)ii>O Vi [(NB-‘)ii<O Vi], then t;=[,, t,:‘=&$ 
(‘5; =‘5,, q =q,. 
Thus, if the nonbasic constraints are those constraints of the form 
b; <NB-‘y6 b+ N' (14) 
then (&)I is the value of the jth nonbasic constraint at y’ and ti-,ti+ are the 
maximal amounts by which we can decrease or increase the value of y;, 
respectively, without violating any of the nonbasic constraints. 
Algorithm A, described below, will start with the feasible solution x1 and 
will produce, after finitely many iterations, an optimal solution to IP. 
Algorithm A. 
Step 1. Is y1 an extreme point of S(B)? lf so, go to step 5. Otherwise, 
go to 
Step 2. Let yl be any component of y1 satisfying 
(15) 
Then if c~(B-‘)~>O, go to step 3, and if c~(B-‘)~<O, go to step 4. 
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Step 3. Compute [G, &T and &‘. If (b,‘), - y/ < &+, substitute 
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y:=(&.& Ytt = YJ for all rfi. (16) 
Go to step 1. If (bB+)i - y: >&‘, then let k be the smallest index such that 
either 
&+= PNkbwk 
I (Nlqkj ’ 
(NB -l)ki<O 
OT 
&+= PN+kNv)k 
(NBqki ’ 
(NIqki>O. 
Then substitute 
if (17), 
if (18), 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
y,‘= Y: for all rf i, 
B=(B/Bi ) U Nk9 
N=(N/Nk) U Bi> 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
where Bi and Nk are the ith row of B and the kth row of N, respectiuely, and 
/ denotes deletion. Go to step 1. 
Step 4. Compute .$‘i, & and Q-. Zf ~l-(b;)~ <<&-, substitute 
yi’=(b,-), y:= y; for all r#i. (23) 
Go to step 1. If y/ - (bBM)i > &-, then let k be the smallest ina!ex such that 
either 
&-= _ Pdk-Rd, 
(NB-'), ’ 
(NB -‘)I,>o, (24) 
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&_= _ WkPh4, 
(ivB-‘)ki ’ 
Then y: is given by 
(NB _l)&<O. (25) 
1 (biY )k 
if (24), 
Y” (b$ )k if (25), (26) 
and yrl (T # i), B and N are modified in the same manner as was done in 
(20), 121) and (22), respectively. 
Step 5. Zf y1 satisfies 
cT(B-l)i>O 
c~(B-‘)~<O 
whenever y: = (b: ) i, 
whenever yt = (bi )i, 
(27) 
terminate with 
$‘Pt= B -ly’, (28) 
and optimal solution to the IP. Otherwise, let k be the first index such that 
either 
cT(B-l)i>/O and y/=(b,)i (29) 
c~(B-‘)~<O and yt=(bB+)i. (30) 
Zf (29) holds, go t0 St? 3; if (30) holds, go to step 4. 
REMARK 1. Algorithm A, described above, consists of two parts. The 
first part of the algorithm (steps 2,3,4) is applied whenever the first feasible 
solution is not an extreme point and produces, after a known number of 
iterations, an extreme point to S (B) on which the objective function attains a 
higher value. After an extreme point was generated, the algorithm proceeds 
Jong adjacent extreme points while improving the value of the objective 
function until an -optimal extreme point to the IP is produced. 
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REMARK 2. The iterations of Algorithm A can be conveniently carried 
out in a tableau and can in fact be viewed as elementary operations 
performed on the columns of the matrix A (rather than on the rows of A as is 
done in the ordinary simplex algorithm). 
REMARK 3. Let yi and y i+r be two successive feasible solutions gener- 
ated by Algorithm A, with Bi and Bi+ ’ their corresponding bases, and let Ni, 
Ni+l be the completions of Bi and Bi+‘, respectively, to A. Then if 
Bi+‘- - B//B/ u N& where B! is the ith row of Bi and Nl is the kth row of Ni, 
then the change in the value of the objective function resulted from moving 
from y’ to yi+ l is 
.T(Bi+I)-lyj+l_C~(Bi)--lyi= 
c’(B’),? 
(N’ (Bi ,4), [ Y/“-P Pi);‘) Y’]. 
(31) 
Moreover, for all possible cases in which Algorithm A exchanges the ith basic 
row with the kth nonbasic row we have 
= sign ,[ ~f+~-(~i(Bi);‘)yi], 
which results in the conclusion that 
cT(Bi+l)-lYi+l_CT(Bi)-IYj~*. (33) 
THEOREM 1. Algorithm A terminates after a finite number of iterations 
with an optimal solution to the IP. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that whenever degeneracy does not occur, 
then for any basis change from Bi to Bi+’ (see Remark 3), (33) is satisfied as 
a strict inequality. Thus, since the number of bases is finite and since the 
objective function is strictly increasing, in this case, in each iteration, the 
algorithm will terminate after finitely many iterations. If, however, degener- 
acy does occur, cycling can be avoided by introducing a perturbation similar 
to that introduced by Charnes [4] for linear programming (see Remark 4 
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below). In the perturbed problem (33) will always hold as strict inequality, 
and thus the finiteness of the algorithm is assured. The optimality of the 
solution obtained follows from Lemma 3, which completes the proof. w 
REMARK 4. When degeneracy occurs (i.e., more than n inequalities out 
of the 2m inequalities of the IP are satisfied as equations at an extreme 
point), (33) might be satisfied as an equality, which implies that the objective 
function is not changed at that iteration. In this event, cycling can be 
avoided by replacing the original IP with a perturbed problem, in which the 
vectors bf and b- are replaced by b+(a) and b-(a), respectively, where 
bi+ (E) = bi+ + Ei, bi-(~)=bi_-~Ei (i=l,...,m), 
where E is a sufficiently small and positive scalar. For E small enough 
degeneracy will not occur, and the objective function in the perturbed 
problem is strictly increasing in each iteration, Moreover, the optimal 
solutions to the perturbed problem are optimal solutions to the original 
problem for E = 0. 
Note that in practice the perturbation should not be introduced ex- 
plicitly. Cycling is avoided by slightly modifying the rules for choosing the 
nonbasic row to enter the basis [to conform with the perturbed vectors 
b+(s), b-(4. 
4. GENERATING A FIRST FEASIBLE SOLUTION FOR AN IP 
We shall briefly discuss in this section the problem of generating a first 
feasible solution to an IP, if it exists. Clearly, whenever 
b- <O, b+ 20, (34) 
we can choose x = 0 as a start for our primal algorithm. This situation occurs 
in the discrete linear L, approximation problem (see, e.g., [15]). 
For other real-world models, which do not necessarily satisfy (34), 
feasible solutions might sometimes be at hand from the available data on the 
problem. 
If, however, a feasible solution to the IP is not available, we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that b+ > 0 and proceed in the following manner: 
Let 1={1,2,..., m}, 1,={i;i~I, b,- <O<b,‘}, and let ]i,...,,& be a 
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partition of I/I, satisfying 
Max bi- < Min bi+, k=l,...,r. 
iE& i E 6 
Using the technique introduced in [6], we can formulate and solve the 
augmented IP 
i,: < Ajx < bj+, iEZ,, 
bi- < Aix + u, < bi+ , ie],, k=l,..., r, 
O<u,<Minbi+, k=l,..., r, 
iElk 
for which x = 0, u, = Mini E Jkbi’, k = 1,. . . , r is a feasible start. 
We observe that if A is of full column rank, so is the coefficient matrix of 
the augmented IP. 
Clearly if (50) is an optimal solution to the augmented problem, then the 
original IP is feasible and X is an optimal solution to it. If, however, one of 
the artificial variables ui is assigned a positive value in the optimal solution, 
then the original IP is infeasible. 
EXAMPLE [13] Solve 
Max xi + 2x, 
s.t. 
-9< -3x,+x,<9, 
0 < xi < 6, 
O< x2,(8, 
2 < xi + x, < 6. 
A feasible solution xi to the above problem is xi = 
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where the source of the basis is the second and fourth constraints. Then 
B-1=( _; OJ, yi=E&+), cr=CrB--1=(-1,2). 
Step 1. y’ is not an extreme point. 
Step2. o< y;= 1<8 and F,= -l<O. 
step 4. 
s,=(m3,-‘)y’=( -; ; I( -: X)=( 2 X3=( -3 
&-+, y:-(b,-),=l-O=l<$; 
hence we decrease yj towards 0 to obtain yl= l 
( 1 
. 
Step 1. y1 is an extreme point. 
Step 5. Cr=(-1,2); thus we have (c~B-~)~>O and yi~(bj-),. 
step 3. 
&=(NB-‘)y’=( 1; t)(;)=(i), <,=8 
(&+)a-y;=6-2=4<8; 
hence yi is increased to 6. 
step 1. yl= ; 
( ) 
is an extreme point. 
Step 5. y1 satisfies the optimality criterion; hence 
is an optimal solution for the example. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As was mentioned earlier in the introduction, it is possible to transfer the 
IP to an equivalent problem in LP format, and then to apply existing 
methods for solving the equivalent problem, However, since such a transfor- 
mation will increase the effective size of the problem and will destroy the 
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special structure of the constraints, we chose to develop a primal algorithm 
which maintains the original two-sided constraints’ structure and takes 
advantage of this special structure while solvinng the IP. Indeed, preliminary 
computational results reveal that our approach, according to which we have 
constructed the primal algorithm, produced significantly better results than 
those obtained by an LP code when solving IP. We observe that no 
additional devices were necessary in order to enable the primal algorithm to 
start with a feasible solution with a feasible solution which is not an extreme 
point; thus the algorithm can start and operate efficiently with any feasible 
solution to the IP. This latter feature is useful whenever a feasible start to 
the IP is not an extreme point, e.g., in the linear L, approximmation 
problems (see Sec. 4). 
It should also be mentioned that the primal algorithm can be extended to 
solve other mathematical programming problems whose constraints are in 
interval form, e.g., whenever the objective function is the ratio of two affine 
functions (i.e., a linear fractional objective function). 
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